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Y.P. Singh and P. RoyChowdhury, Dynamic tunneling based regularization in
feedforward neural networks
This paper presents a new regularization method based on dynamic tunneling for enhancing
generalization capability of multilayered neural networks. The proposed method enables escape
through undesired sub-optimal solutions on the composite error surface by means of dynamic
tunneling. Undesired sub-optimal solutions may be increased or introduced from regularized
objective function. Hence, the proposed method is capable of enhancing the regularization property
without getting stuck at sub-optimal values in search space. The regularization property and escape
from the sub-optimal values have been demonstrated through computer simulations on two examples.
 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
G. Sutcliffe and C. Suttner, Evaluating general purpose automated theorem proving
systems
A key concern of ATP research is the development of more powerful systems, capable of solving
more difficult problems within the same resource limits. In order to build more powerful systems,
it is important to understand which systems, and hence which techniques, work well for what types
of problems. This paper deals with the empirical evaluation of general purpose ATP systems, to
determine which systems work well for what types of problems. This requires also dealing with the
issues of assigning ATP problems into classes that are reasonably homogeneous with respect to the
ATP systems that (attempt to) solve the problems, and assigning ratings to problems based on their
difficulty.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
T. Ibaraki, A. Kogan and K. Makino, On functional dependencies in q-Horn theories
(Research Note)
This paper studies functional dependencies in q-Horn theories, and discusses their use in knowledge
condensation. We introduce compact model-based representations of q-Horn theories, analyze the
structure of functional dependencies in q-Horn theories, and show that every minimal functional
dependency in a q-Horn theory  can be expressed either by a single term or by a single clause.
We also prove that the set of all minimal functional dependencies in  is quasi-acyclic. We then
develop polynomial time algorithms for recognizing whether a given functional dependency holds in
a q-Horn theory, which is represented either by a q-Horn CNF or as the q-Horn envelope of a set of
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models. Finally, we show that every q-Horn theory has a unique condensation, and can be condensed
in polynomial time.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
J. Delgrande, A. Gupta and T. Van Allen, A comparison of point-based approaches to
qualitative temporal reasoning
We address the problem of implementing general, qualitative, point-based temporal reasoning.
Given a database of assertions concerning relative occurrences of points in time, we are interested
in various operations on this database, including compiling the assertions into a representation
that supports efficient reasoning, determining whether a database is consistent, and computing
the strongest entailed relation between two points. We begin by specifying a set of operations
and their corresponding algorithms, applicable to general point-based temporal domains. We next
consider a special-purpose reasoner, based on series-parallel graphs, which performs very well
in a temporal domain with a particular restricted structure. We discuss the notion of a metagraph,
which encapsulates local structure inside metaedges and uses special purpose algorithms within such
local structures, to obtain a fast general point-based reasoner. That is, specifically, we use a very
fast, series-parallel graph reasoner to speed up general point-based reasoning. We also analyse the
TimeGraph reasoner of Gerevini and Schubert. For purposes of comparison, we have implemented
four approaches: a generic point-based reasoner, the generic point-based reasoner with a ranking
heuristic, a reasoner based on series-parallel graphs, and a version of Gerevini and Schubert’s
TimeGraph reasoner. We compare these different approaches, as well as the original TimeGraph-
II reasoner of Gerevini and Schubert, on different data sets. We conclude that the series-parallel
graph reasoner provides the best overall performance: our results show that it dominated on domains
exhibiting structure, and it degraded gracefully when conditions were less than ideal, in that it did
worse than the generic approach by only a constant factor in this case.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
B. Srivastava, S. Kambhampati and M.B. Do, Planning the project management
way: Efficient planning by effective integration of causal and resource reasoning in
RealPlan
In most real-world reasoning problems, planning and scheduling phases are loosely coupled. For
example, in project planning, the user comes up with a task list and schedules it with a scheduling tool
like Microsoft Project. One can view automated planning in a similar way in which there is an action
selection phase where actions are selected and ordered to reach the desired goals, and a resource
allocation phase where enough resources are assigned to ensure the successful execution of the
chosen actions. On the other hand, most existing automated planners studied in Artificial Intelligence
do not exploit this loose-coupling and perform both action selection and resource assignment
employing the same algorithm. The current work shows that the above strategy severely curtails
the scale-up potential of existing state of the art planners which can be overcome by leveraging the
loose coupling.
Specifically, a novel planning framework called RealPlan is developed in which resource
allocation is de-coupled from planning and is handled in a separate scheduling phase. The scheduling
problem with discrete resources is represented as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) problem,
and the planner and scheduler interact either in a master-slave manner or in a peer-peer relationship.
In the former, the scheduler simply tries to assign resources to the abstract causal plan passed to
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it by the planner and returns success. In the latter, a more sophisticated “multi-module dependency
directed backtracking” approach is used where the failure explanation in the scheduler is translated
back to the planner and serves as a nogood to direct planner search.
RealPlan not only preserves both the correctness as well as the quality (measured in length) of
the plan but also improves efficiency. Moreover, the failure-driven learning of constraints can serve
as an elegant and effective approach for integrating planning and scheduling systems. Beyond the
context of planner efficiency, the current work can be viewed as an important step towards merging
planning with real world problem solving where plan failure during execution can be resolved by
undertaking only necessary resource re-allocation and not complete re-planning.  2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
E. Davis, Two Machine Learning textbooks: An instructor’s perspective (Book
Review)
P.A. Flach, On the state of the art in Machine Learning: A personal review (Field
Review)
This paper reviews a number of recent books related to current developments in machine learning.
Some (anticipated) trends will be sketched. These include: a trend towards combining approaches
that were hitherto regarded as distinct and were studied by separate research communities; a trend
towards a more prominent role of representation; and a tighter integration of machine learning
techniques with techniques from areas of application such as bioinformatics. The intended readership
has some knowledge of what machine learning is about, but brief tutorial introductions to some
of the more specialist research areas will also be given.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
M. Thielscher, The Qualification Problem: A solution to the Problem of Anomalous
Models
Intelligent agents in open environments inevitably face the Qualification Problem: The executability
of an action can never be predicted with absolute certainty; unexpected circumstances, albeit unlikely,
may at any time prevent the successful performance of an action. Reasoning agents in real-world
environments rely on a solution to the Qualification Problem in order to make useful predictions
but also to explain and recover from unexpected action failures. Yet the main theoretical result
known today in this context is a negative one: While a solution to the Qualification Problem
requires to assume away by default abnormal qualifications of actions, straightforward minimization
of abnormality falls prey to the production of anomalous models. We present an approach to the
Qualification Problem which resolves this anomaly. Anomalous models are shown to arise from
ignoring causality, and they are avoided by appealing to just this concept. Our theory builds on the
established predicate logic formalism of the Fluent Calculus as a solution to the Frame Problem
and to the Ramification Problem in reasoning about actions. The monotonic Fluent Calculus is
enhanced by a default theory in order to obtain the nonmonotonic approach called for by the
Qualification Problem. The approach has been implemented in an action programming language
based on the Fluent Calculus and successfully applied to the high-level control of robots.  2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Chips Challenging Champions: Advances in Computational Intelligence for Game-
Playing (Special Issue edited by Jonathan Schaeffer and Jaap van der Herik)
J. Schaeffer and J. van der Herik, Computers and Games (Editorial)
R. Korf and A. Felner, Disjoint pattern database heuristics
M.L. Littman, G.A. Keim and N. Shazeer, A probabilistic approach to solving crossword
puzzles
M. Campbell, A.J. Hoane Jr. and F.-H. Hsu, Deep Blue
M. Buro, Improving heuristic mini-max search by supervised learning
V. Anshelevich, A hierarchical approach to computer Hex
H. Iida, M. Sakuta and J. Rollason, The state-of-the-art in computer Shogi
M. Müller, Computer Go
G. Tesauro, Programming backgammon using self-teaching neural nets
D. Billings, A. Davidson, J. Schaeffer and D. Szafron, The challenge of Poker
B. Sheppard, Computer Scrabble
J. van den Herik, J. Uiterwijk and J. van Rijswijck, Solved games
